Preventing the contamination of processed cells is required for achieving reproducible manufacturing. A droplet is one of the potential causes contamination in cell manufacturing. The present study elucidates the formation mechanism and characteristics of droplets based on the observation and detection of droplets on the base surface of the biological safety cabinet (BSC) where cell processing is conducted under unidirectional airflow. Pouring fluorescent solution into the vessel using a measuring pipette was conducted to visualize the formation of droplets by videos as well as visual detection by blacklight irradiation on the base surface of the BSC. The experiments revealed that airborne and non-airborne droplets emerged from bursting bubbles, which formed when the entire solution was pushed out of the measuring pipette. Therefore, the improving procedure of pouring technique when entire solution was not pushed out of the pipette realized no formation of the droplets due to the prevention of emergence of bubble. In addition, an alternative procedure in which the entire solution was poured into the deep point of the test tube prevented the flying of non-airborne droplets outside the tube, while airborne droplets that escaped the tube rode the airflow of BSC. These results suggested a method for the prevention of the droplet formation, as well as the deposit control of droplets onto the surface in BSC, leading to cleanup area in the BSC for changeover with environment continuity.
Introduction
Cell processing is one of the most critical steps in manufacturing processed cells. The development of a stable manufacturing system is required in order to maintain the cleanliness in an aseptic environment during processing, resulting in the prevention of microbial and non-microbial contaminations to achieve reproducible manufacturing [1e5] . To prevent the extrinsic contamination from the outside of cell processing area, clean air is supplied through high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter and, physical and air barriers are constructed [6, 7] . In addition, management of the remaining contaminants such as liquid droplets and particle which formed inside of cell processing area is required for maintaining the cleanliness because most of the cell processing have the process which contains dealing with the solution such as culture media and buffers.
The contamination during cell processing using the biological safety cabinet (BSC) is categorized into four types: i) the use of nonsterile materials for starter cells in the cell processing area (CPA) in the BSC [6, 7] ; ii) introduction into the CPA of vessels and hands that contaminants can be adhered outside the BSC [5] ; iii) operations that cross the boundary between the inside and outside of the BSC [8] ; and iv) setup of the CPA after operation [9e11]. Understanding the sources of pollution and their routes is an important activity [4, 12] , and cell processing based on proper hygiene and manufacturing managements are required to prevent contamination.
In addition, the practical management of small-batch-size cell manufacturing is required [3, 13] , which enables multipurpose manufacturing using a single BSC with frequent changeovers between cell manufacturing processes. This has raised concerns about cross-contamination due to insufficient cleanup after a given process. In order to start manufacturing processed cells, reprocessing, which was defined as the all steps that are necessary to make the equipment ready for its intended use in the field of medical device, was required for hygiene management [14] . During manufacturing of processed cells, maintaining the cleanliness of the CPA is essential to prevent contamination based on the manufacturing management. In particular, the liquid droplets formed during the process are one of the potential causes of contamination in later processes through the transferring of droplets by the stamping and release. Therefore, understanding the formation and behavior of droplets is necessary for developing a process to prevent contamination in cell manufacturing.
The present study examines the formation and behavior of droplets through observations and detection on the base surface of the BSC. Based on the categorization of changeover and understanding the process of formation and characteristics of the droplets, it was suggested the operation to maintain cleanliness in the CPA by pouring the solution and consideration of cleanup for changeover with environment continuity during cell manufacturing to reduce the contamination risks.
Materials and methods

Observation of droplet formation
Observation of droplets formed while pouring the solution was carried out by obtaining images with 29.97 frames per second using a video camera (Eye Scope; Shin Nippon Air Technologies, Tokyo, Japan) with the visualization of the particle by light emitting diode (Parallel Eye D, Shin Nippon Air Technologies). Videos were made from the obtained images using a software (Particle Eye, Shin Nippon Air Technologies).
Detection of droplets on base surface of the cell processing area
A culture dish (100 mm dish; Sumitomo Bakelite, Tokyo, Japan) or centrifuge tube (50 ml tube, Sumitomo Bakelite) was placed on the surface of the workbench in a BSC (MHE-131AJ; Panasonic Healthcare, Tokyo, Japan) covered with black paper. A fluorescent solution (Supergrow DF-300 LIQUID; Marktech, Tokyo, Japan) was poured into the culture dish using the measuring pipettes (10 ml disposable pipette; Sumitomo Bakelite), as shown in Fig. 1 . The solution was poured at a height of 1.0 or 9.0 cm from the top of the dish or tube. The pouring rate and angle were 5.4 cm/s and 60 , respectively. With regard to the given quantity poured, either the entire solution or just a portion of the solution was poured. After the solution was poured 10 times, UV-light (365 nm UV-LED light, Tokyo, Japan) was used to observe the attached droplets.
Results
Characteristics of airborne and non-airborne droplets formed while pouring the solution
To understand the characteristics of the droplets that formed while pushing out the entire solution with turning off and on the airflow in BSC, we observed the process of pouring the solution by visualization of the particle. The observations revealed that the droplets did not form ( Fig. 2A1 and B1, and Video S1). However, the droplets formed by bursting bubble that splashed in all directions when the airflow in the BSC was turned off and on ( Fig. 2A2 and 2B2). When the airflow in the BSC was turned off, the droplets changed directions irregularly and others settled in a parabolic shape, indicating airborne and non-airborne droplets, respectively ( Fig. 2A3 , and Video S1). On the other hand, when the airflow in the BSC was turned on, airborne droplets were formed and rapidly changed direction by moving toward the base surface, while nonairborne droplets settled in a parabolic shape, similar to the case when airflow was turned off (Fig. 2B3 ).
Supplementary data related to this article can be found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.reth.2019.04.002.
Inhibition of droplet formation due to pouring
To confirm the effect of pouring on droplet formation, observations were made for the cases without or with pushing out the entire solution at the walls of dish with the visualization of the particle. The observations revealed that the droplets were not formed without pushing entire solution ( Fig. 3A and Video S2). When droplets formed, these splashed in the direction opposite from the direction of pouring while pushing out the entire solution ( Fig. 3B ). The airborne droplets rapidly changed direction by moving downward, while the non-airborne droplets settled in a parabolic shape ( Fig. 3B) .
To understand the effects of pouring on the attachment of droplets to the base surface of the BSC, the droplets that attached to the paper were observed with and without pushing out the entire solution. The droplets attached on the paper without pushing out were not detected ( Fig. 3C ), while those during pushing out the entire solution were distributed in the direction opposite the pouring direction ( Fig. 3D ).
Inhibition of attachment of non-airborne droplets onto base surface of CPA
To understand the effect of the wall on attachment of nonairborne droplets onto the base surface of BSC, observations were carried out with and without completely pouring the entire solution at the shallow and deep points of the tube by visualization of the particle. When the solution was poured at the shallow point of the tube, the observations revealed that droplets did not form while pushing out the entire solution, similar to that observed with the dish (Fig. 4A and Video S3). On the other hand, droplets formed and splashed in the direction opposite the pouring direction when pushing out the entire solution (Fig. 4B) . The airborne droplets splashed and changed direction by moving toward the base surface, while the non-airborne droplets settled in a parabolic shape. However, when pouring the solution at the deep point in the tube, the observations revealed that non-airborne droplets were not observed outside the tube, while the airborne droplets rose from the top of tube and changed direction by moving toward the bottom (Fig. 4C) .
The attachment of droplets to the paper was also determined in cases where the entire solution was and was not pushed out at the shallow and deep points of the tube. In the case of pouring the solution at the shallow point, the droplets attached to the paper without pushing out were not detected ( Fig. 4D ), while those in pushing out the entire solution were distributed in the direction opposite to the pouring (Fig. 4E ). In the case of pouring the solution at the deep point, the droplets attached to the paper while pushing out the entire solution were not detected (Fig. 4F ).
Discussion
The prevention of droplet formation is a critical issue in developing manufacturing processes for aseptic environments to maintain the cleanliness of the CPA. It had been reported that droplets were formed by bursting bubbles caused by the thinning of the liquid film owing to air ejection [15e19]. In the present study, the droplet formation mechanism when measuring the volume of a solution using a pipette was clarified to prevent the formation as follows ( Fig. 5 ): i) bubble formation -at the end of pouring the solution, the air in the pipette is blown out creating a single bubble at the tip of pipette; ii) droplet formation -overexpansion of the bubble causes it to burst and form droplets; iii) flying -the emerged droplets have the initial velocity, and are categorize into droplets which ride on the airflow or not, defining the airborne and nonairborne droplets, respectively. This mechanism leads to proposals of preventing random droplet dispersion onto the base surface of the BSC. The first step in preventing bubble formation is to cease pushing out the entire solution from the pipette (Fig. 2) . The second step is to set the location for bubble blustering in the deeper part of vessel to prevent the dispersion of non-airborne droplets on the outside of the vessel (Fig. 3) . The third step is to ensure airborne droplets that leak from the vessel go toward the leeward side of unidirectional airflow in BSC and land on a limited surface area or are blown out through the filter (Fig. 3) .
Understanding the behavior of droplets formed during the operation is important for establishing cleanup methods. Airborne droplets created inside the CPA in the BSC rode the unidirectional airflow [8] . The droplets formed during the operation traveled according to the initial velocity, gravity, and airflow due to the size of droplets [15, 20, 21] . The non-airborne droplets settled on the surface inside the BSC regardless of airflow. In the field of infectious disease transmission, airborne, contact, and droplet routes are classified according to the characteristics of the droplets transmitted by airflow or direct contact [21] . Airborne and droplet transmissions result from the inhalation of droplet nuclei (5 mm in diameter) propelled at long distances, and droplets (>5 mm in diameter) propelled at short distances from an infectious source, respectively. In general manufacturing, the changeover is referred to the operation required to switch from the process of a given product to another one, and consists of cleanup and setup operations [22, 23] . In the case of cell production, long-term cell manufacturing with variety of intermittent processing is required. To enhace the occupancy of the CPA, the parallel manufacturing of several processed cells in the same CPA can be performed with prompt changeover.
Changeover was categorized into four types according to the status of cell processing area and its surrounding environment as follows ( Table 1) : i) Changeover with environment continuity; ii) Changeover with environment continuity after treatment in cell processing area; iii) Changeover with environment continuity after treatment in both cell processing area and its surrounding environment; iv) Changeover after reprocessing. An adequate procedure in the CPA for the changeover with environment continuity after treatment is proposed as shown in Fig. 5 , depending on the emergence extent of airborne or non-airborne droplet. The changeover with environment continuity can be performed in continuing status of the CPA and its surrounding environment (Fig. 5A ). The changeover with environment continuity after treatment in CPA requires the operation of cleanup through the physical removal of contaminants to prevent cross-contamination of the next process, keeping the controlled status for environment continuity in the surrounding environment of the BSC (Fig. 5B ). As the status of surrounding environment is deviated, changeover with environment continuity after treatment in both CPA and its surrounding environment requires the operation of cleanup and disinfection. On the other hand, uncontinuable status for environment continuity in CPA requires reprocessing including the cleanup, disinfection, and checkup, leading to the changeover after reprocessing. The practical action of wiping inside the BSC plays a fundamental role in the physical removal of droplets attached to the critical surface [24] . In addition, the base surface of the BSC is critical because of the risk of droplets transferring from the base surface to other vessels through droplet stamping and release (Fig. 5B ). On the other hand, the release of airborne droplets that adhered to the wall during the operation could lead to riding of airborne droplets on the airflow in the BSC, which generates a parallel current to prevent the horizontal mixing of air [2, 8] . This current control prevents of the airborne droplets close to the wall from flowing into the center region for the aseptic operation. This reduces the risk of cross-contamination caused by the droplets adhered to the wall. These findings suggest that the base surface, rather than the wall surface inside the BSC is the critical surface that should be wiped clean before the changeover with environment continuity after treatment in cell processing area.
Conclusions
The present study proposed a treatment for contaminant droplets based on an understanding of the formation mechanism and behavior of these droplets. The droplets were formed by bursting bubbles, which suggests that bubble formation should be prevented by not pushing out the entire solution from the pipette. Based on the classification of the droplets into airborne and nonairborne droplets, it was suggested to a method for prevent the random droplet dispersion onto base surface in BSC. The dispersion of non-airborne droplets to the outside of vessels was prevented by performing the bubble bursting process in the deeper point of the vessels. The airborne droplets that leaked from the vessel went toward the leeward side of unidirectional airflow in the safety cabinet, and landed on a limited surface area or was blown out through the filter. From these results, understanding the formation and behaviors of droplets permit establishing the operation procedure for changeover with environment continuity after treatment in cell processing area.
